
 

Last week I was playing Mount and Blade Warband when I figured out a way to cheat. I noticed that sometimes people just will keep fighting instead of running away. This, in turn, takes a lot of time in the game and the player could be killed by an enemy in a pack. So I found a way to make it so that all enemies will flee from you if you run back towards them while holding your shield up with
RMB/Left Mouse Button for 10 seconds, which is perfect when someone wants to flee from battle before dying! Here is the code: "r_draworder 0" Put this code into your M&B Warband shortcut or into the console input box then restart your computer. When you go to a fight while holding your shield up for the first time you will see all enemies flee from you. I never tried this cheat with any other
warband, but I have done it once with Hordes of King Arthur so probably it is the same there too. If you are playing on a multiplayer server, then that server's administrator can kill players without them being able to do anything about it. So there are two ways that an admin can kill someone in MP games, if they are dead already then they can't be killed again by them unless their brother kills them.
The first method of killing someone in multiplayer is easily done with the usage of the V key (V for victory) when dying. The second method of killing someone in multiplayer is done by typing "/kill" into the console input. This will automatically kill every dead player on the server with all the benefits of having a weapon after dying, rather than dying normally. A great easter egg found in Mount And
Blade Warband is the "boulder toss". When you stand next to a small rock, you can use RMB to throw it at enemies for some nice damage. This has been proved to be effective against enemy soldiers who are right next to said rock. Mount & Blade created by Paradox Interactive. It was released on September 29, 2008. It has formed the basis of both "Warband" and "Game of Thrones" mods on
Mount&Blade: With Fire and Sword (W&S) such as the (W&S) such as the Aenius Warband Mount and Blade Warband features a microtransaction system that allows players to purchase additional in-game weaponry and perks using real money. The system reduces some of Mount & Blade's most significant drawbacks, such as the inability to customize character appearances (although some
customization cannot be disabled) and "equipment degradation," which would otherwise render weapons useless after a certain number of battles. There are currently two types of store items: store items and quest items. Store items are for purchasing any in-game weapon or perk with "cash". You can not buy store items that you haven't unlocked yet with cash, but you can buy them with silver, which
is also used for buying swords, spears, bows and arrows. Store items are permanent unlocks (you can't unlock anything new after you already bought it) and don't require anything but cash to purchase. Store items usually cost the equivalent of one gold coin.
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